YOU ARE THE “KARMIC SPIRITUAL MESSENGER & THE COSMIC MASTER OF
MATTERS OF THE HEART
LOVE & CHARITY: Your continued and steady evolution depends upon your adherence to the Cosmic
Universal Laws, therefore always needing to quiet the mind and re-center yourself with meditation and
other Higher Sciences. Your conflict will always be between your self-sacrificing Cosmic Spirit Man and
your aggressive Natural Man, which will most always result in a swift return to ideals of benevolence
and service to others until your Greater Passion, Compassion and Love is revived, renewed and restored.
The number 6 relates to love and passion. You always relate to love as compassion and readily define
Humanity's Spiritual Laws which are uncovered gems in the souls of every person. You are the Karmic
Philosopher who endeavors through overstanding of all things of the Spirit and you also know that your
ultimate happiness depends solely upon ascending to your Highest Soul Self Expression.
In the 66th Level of Consciousness, Human desires such as lust, greed, hate, envy and all other lower
vibrations must become fully submissive to the GOD within YOU as the plane of love relates truly to the
plane of thought. Cosmic Consciousness can be described as an awareness within your soul, imprinted
on your mind and waiting to be awakened by the Will of your Soul's Oneness with God.
One the lessons of Obedience to the Universal Laws has become commonplace within you, there no
longer is that need to frightfully search for God to fill the void, as you now overstand that “God is You
and that You are God and that God and You are “You””. You are something of a Dreamer at Heart. You
would rather be Happy than Practical and have a VERY STRONG desire to find the Joy & Romance in
Living. Inspiration & Imagination are your finest qualities and when you learn how to use them
intelligently they will be the means of your attaining the best that Life has to offer. You love to do things
grandly and on a large scale and absolutely love a Nice Environment, Protection, The Comforts of Life
and the Elegance of Living.
You should specialize in making others Happy. You should always follow the Desires of your Heart to
CREATE and you will EASILY be Very Successful in the World of Finance & Professional Life! Sometimes
you cannot help to "Sweat the Small Stuff" and are inclined to be too exacting when things do not come
up to the Standard of Perfection & Loveliness you Desire. You will do better in Life if you FOLLOW your
Desire to do things on a Large Scale and do not HOLD yourself down to a Limited Scope of Activity.
Your natural urge is to be kind and you love to help those who are in trouble. You have a keen
appreciation of Friendship and your friends mean a Great Deal to You. You are capable of a deep love
and sacrificing yourself for those you love; and you want to have love and be loved. You see, you are a

Bit Romantic at Heart as well as Artistic & Inspirational. You should be admired by ALL People when you
REMEMBER to be reasonable in Your Demands & Opinions as this makes you a MOST Entertaining &
Charming Companion. You have so much ability to make others happy that you should never be alone or
without love. Now and then you TALK TOO MUCH & you definitely can be a bit of a Show-Off however as
long as you keep cheer, goodwill and beauty in your heart, you will have no problems reaching your
Highest Potential. Stick to your dreams and MAKE them come true however don't dream too much and
fail to come down to Earth!
When in LOVE you are ALWAYS Romantic, ALWAYS in LOVE, giving of your Love Deeply & Completely.
You are a Charming Companion however you may turn away when Admiration and Affection become
COMMONPLACE. Your Self-Confidence is heavily built upon the Approval of Your Mate & Admiring
Friends.

